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 The BLM business



   Definitions

Quad

•Beam Loss Monitoring 
system
- Ionizing radiation detectors 

located around the accelerator 
- What kind of detectors? Where 

do I put them? How do I 
extract/process the signals?

•Beam Losses:
- Particles deviating from the design 

orbit may eventually hit the aperture 
limit and be “loss” from the beam

- The impact of particles in the vacuum 
chamber produces particle showers

Fiber Based BLM System Research and 
Development at CERN
S. Mallows HB2012
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   Main goals

Quad

•Machine protection
- The impact of a high power beam into a single 

location may have catastrophic consequences 
on equipment.

- Aborts (safely extracts from ring or inhibits 
further injections in a LINAC) the beam when the 
BLM signals exceed a predefined threshold 

- Thresholds established based on: Damage Level 
(Typically to vacuum chamber.beam pipe) or 
Quench levels in superconducting magnets

•Beam diagnostics
- Beam tuning
- Halo measurement

•Keep activation levels low
- Production of “radioactive waste”
- Protection against human hazard
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   Type of losses

•Beam Loss categorization

- Irregular beam losses 
‣ They are avoidable but sometimes tolerated
‣ RF trips
‣ vacuum leaks
‣ Injection losses
‣ Obstacles in the beam

- Regular beam losses: Normally there are controlled although 
not avoidable 
‣ Debris from interaction point (collider)
‣ Intentionally produced losses (for beam setup) 
‣ Losses at aperture imitations (collimation) 
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   Source of BLM signal

Quad

• Ionization
- Energy loss by Ionization described by 

the Bethe-Bloch formula
- Concept of Minimum Ionizing Particle

dE/dxMIP = (1-5) MeV cm2 g-1

•Scintillation
Y = dL/dx = R dE/dx 

•Secondary emission
YMIP = (0.01-0.05) e/primary

•Cherenkov light 

MIP

MIP
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  Some useful units and conversion numbers

Quad• With the assumption

dE/dxMIP = 2 MeV cm2 g-1

a conversion between energy deposition 
(dose) and number of crossing minimum 
ionizing particles can be provided
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You will need this for doing 
BLM R&D....

... on a piece of paper



 Ionization based BLMs

Quad

• Ionization Chamber
- Gas detector: Incident particle ionizes the active gas producing electrons 

(fast, a few ~100ns) and ions (slow, a few 100us) as charge carriers
- (25-100) eV/pair depending on active gas
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 Ionization based BLMs

Quad

• Ionization Chamber
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No dependence on Bias Voltage
constant charge collection efficiency



 Ionization based BLMs

Quad

• Ionization Chamber: Saturation
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- Large number of e/ion pairs 
generated

- The field generated by ions shields 
the Bias field

- Charge recombination

Bias Voltage (V)
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Instantaneous pulse
FNAL Ionization chamber

PRO/CONTs:
- Very robust, radiation hard and require little maintenance
- No dependence on Bias Voltage
- Large dynamic range (up to 10+8-10+9)
- Slow (time resolution ~100us)
- Saturation effects



 Ionization based BLMs

Quad

•Semiconductor (PIN, diamond, Si,....). Solid state 
ionization chambers
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- Incident particles produce electron/
holes as charge carries (3-10eV/pair)

- thole ≳ telectron ~ 5-10 ns
- smaller size

PRO/CONTs:
- No dependence on Bias Voltage
- Fast (er) response (5-10 ns)
- Radiation hardness (1 MGy)



  Scintillation based BLMs

Quad
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• Light produced by de-excitation of 
atomic/molecular levels

• Several types of scintillators
- Inorganic crystals: NaI, CsI, ....
- Organic (plastic): NE102, Antracene,...
- Liquid

• Light directed (via 
Waveguides) to 
photomultiplier tube

Text



  Scintillation based BLMs

Quad
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• What needs to be considered
- Photon Yield
- Collection Efficiency
- Photocathode quantum efficiency
- GPMT = δn = (10+5 -10+8) with:
‣ δ (2-10) the number of secondary electrons
‣ n (8-15) the number of dynodes

Text

PRO/CONTs:
- High sensitivity
- Fast (5-10 ns) response  (plastic/liquid)
- Slow (100ns-1us)  response  (inorganic)
- Limited radiation hardness (1MGy, 10MGy for liquids)
- Gain control of PMT



  Cherenkov light based BLMs

Quad
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Text

• Light produced by charged particles 
traveling at speed v>vligh

- Photon Yield ~ 1000photons/mm 
(assuming quartz and a range 
200-900nm)

- Cherenkov spectrum proportional 
to λ-2. Only a small fraction on the 
light is usable

• As for scintillators we need to consider collection efficiency 
and quantum efficiency of photosensor

PRO/CONTs:
- Insensitive to neutral radiation 
- Fast (defined by your PMT or photosensor)
- Low sensitivity
- Limited radiation hardness (10-100MGy)



 Secondary emission based BLMs

Quad

•Sensitivity defined by the (1-5)% charges produced 
per primary
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PRO/CONTs:
- Fast (<10ns). Electron transit
- Very linear
- Radiation hard (ideal for high radiation environments)
- Very low sensitivity 
- Insensitive to neutral particles

•Tow possibilities:
- With no amplification
‣ Very low sensitivity
‣ Needs current integration

- With amplification
‣ broadband current amplifiers
‣ PMTs (sensitive to B fields)

INCIDENT 
RADIATION 

SEM
Electrons



 Sensitivity summary

Quad
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  BLM choice and design considerations

•No Universal rule!!!. Your BLM system will be 
designed for one particular machine
- you CAN/SHOULD learn from BLM systems in previous machines but you 

won’t be able to just copy any of them 
- Every accelerator is different: intensity, timing, radiation, length, normal 

conducting/superconducting ... 

•To design a BLM system we need to consider:
- Sensitivity
- Dynamic range
- Time response
- Type of radiation
- Shield-ability (from unwanted radiation)
- Response to excessive radiation (saturation effects)
- Physical size of BLMs 
- Test-ability
- Calibration techniques
- System end to end online test
- Cost
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   Location of BLMs
•Where is the ideal location of a BLM?  Everywhere!!!!

•What’s the best “realistic” location of a BLM?

- Beam Physics. Particles more likely to be lost at:
‣ Beam envelope maxima
‣ Aperture limitations
‣ Both

- Comprehensive study of possible failure cases and 
consequences on beam
‣ Miss-alignments
‣ Asynchronous firing of kicker magnets
‣ Some surprises may come once your machine is running

- Simulations
‣ Tracking codes (MADX, SixTrack,.....)
‣ Monte Carlo simulation codes (Geant4, FLUKA, EGS5, ...)
‣ Benchmarking experiments (i.e. don’t trust your simulations)
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   Location of BLMs
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Quad
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  Machine Protection: the LHC case



  Machine Protection: the LHC case

Quad
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Text



 Challenges



  Dynamic range

•New machines require BLMs covering Dynamic 
ranges ≳ 10+6 

•Various types of BLMs
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  High radiation environments

• In hard irradiation conditions most detectors and/or 
electronics will suffer saturation effects:
- Understand/correct saturation effects
- Develop insensitive detectors

D. Kramer Thesis A. Ignatenko Thesis
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  Time resolution

- ICs are typical BLMs (radiation 
hard, reliable, ...)

- But slow (~us). Can’t see bunch 
spacing (~ 10-100 ns )

- SEM are faster but very insensitive. 
(Broadband amplifiers for <10ns 
resolution BLMs??!!)

•Determined by the need of measuring bunch by 
bunch “everything” (that includes beam losses)

• In hadron machines:
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- Diamond detectors:
‣ resolution ~ 1ns
‣ radiation hard

Bunch by bunch beam loss diagnostics with diamond 
detectors at the LHC

M. Hmpel et al. HB2012
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  Time resolution

- The bunch spacing is pushing to 
unprecedented limits

- E.g: CLIC: 0.6 - 0.083 ns

• In electron machines:

150 ns/12 GHz pulse
TBL at CTF3

Diamond
ACEM

Quartz + PMT

Development of a Beam Loss Monitoring 
system for CTF3 TBL
E. Branger, Master thesis

• Cherenkov light (as prompt radiation) is currently the best 
candidate for fast BLMs

- Ultra fast photo sensor have been demonstrated to disentangle 
12GHz bunch spacing
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Application of Metal-Semiconductor-Metal (MSM) Photodetectors for Transverse and 
Longitudinal Intra-Bunch Beam Diagnostics
R. Steinhagen et al. IBIC13



  Position resolution

• It is defined by the granularity of the system, i. e. 
higher number of BLMs provides higher resolution

• Optical fibers provide position resolution by measuring signal 
delay 
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  Position resolution
- KEK-PF
- 2.5 GeV electrons 
- single bunch

Single bunch
Fast PMT (0.5 ns rise time)
500 MHz ADC

30 cm resolution achieved!!
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  Position resolution

•What about machines with long pulses?
- e.g CLIC/CTF3: 150 ns (30 m @2/3c) pulse with 12 GHz bunch spacing
- Test setup at Test Beam Line (28 m)
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 High background environments

•Background = unwanted radiation
- A BLM system should ideally measure beam losses. 

However,  ionizing radiation can be generated by 
other mechanisms and detected by your BLMs:
‣ Electromagnetic noise
‣ RF cavities
‣ Synchrotron radiation

 

•Consequence
- Dynamic range limitation
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 High background environments
•EM noise

- PS ripple 
- Neighboring magnets
- Ground loops

• Provide the best shielding that 
you can .... and hope for the 
best!
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 High background environments
•RF cavities

- Electrons released (and escaping) in cavity
- X rays

Beam Loss Detected by Scintillation Monitor
Akihiko Miura, et al. IPAC´11

XFEL Beam Loss Monitor System
A. Kaukher, I. Krouptchenkov et al. IPAC12

• Subtraction by software (no help on dynamic range) or 
detectors insensitive to X rays
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 High background environments

•Synchrotron radiation
- X rays

•Subtraction by software (no help on dynamic range) 
or detectors insensitive to X rays

NSLS-II Beam Loss Monitor System
S. L. Kramer DIANET 2011

“Electron Beam Loss Monitors for HERA” 
W. Bialowons et al.

• Quartz rods and fibers (as 
Cherenkov light radiators) are 
insensitive to neutral radiation

• PIN diode “sandwiches” in 
coincidence
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 Beam Losses at low energy
• Very few particles (secondaries) outside of the vacuum chamber

ACEM
LHC-IC

BEAM CURRENT

LINAC2 
50 MeV protons

I~3.5 10+3 p

PSI-PIF 
120 MeV protons
copper collimator

3 orders of 
magnitude 

higher than IC 
leakage current

• Even fewer inside the active 
volume of the detector

Measurements and Simulations of Ionization Chamber 
Signals in Mixed Radiation Fields for the LHC BLM System
M. Stockner IEE-NSS 2006

- BLMs very close to beam pipe
- neutron sensitive BLMs
- Very sensitive BLMs (gain)
- BLMs at aperture limitations 

(collimators)
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 Summary and conclusions

• You CANNOT just recycle an already designed BLM 
system for your own machine
- Get as much information as possible from past experience
- Define your specifications according to your accelerator needs
- Stick with well known technologies if you can (they keep being used for 

a reason)

• TBL: Implement BLM system within the current 
operational instrumentation for machine tuning
- Provide calibrated signals and display 
- Dedicated studies on position resolution with optical fibers
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 Thank you for your attention
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